
BIDDING ENGINE
SUPPORTING AGENTS



Mission Statement
Make every real estate transaction trustable



“By giving buyers and sellers a window into the workings of the bidding process, 
Beagel helps agents show they have a sound business practice that’s being adhered to.

Agents avoid simply asking clients to believe in what has been heretofore a “black box” 
process and instead back up everything they say.

The greater the transparency, the greater the trust, the better the business.”

Healy Hynes, Beagel Founder



Estate Agents
30%

Journalists
27%

Government Ministers
22%

Politicians Generally
19%

Ad Executives
16%

Robert J. Shiller: Finance and the 
Good Society

“As standards for trustability
continue to rise, the companies, 

brands, and organizations shown to 
lack trustability will be punished 

more and more severely.”

% Trust To Tell The Truth
Source:  IPSOS/MRBI Trust: the Truth? 2019
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How we help



Legally Binding SalesNon Binding Bidding

Beagel’s engine connects property buyers, sellers and 
estate agents in real time; enabling fast, efficient, trustable, 
24/7 worldwide sales transactions.



Why we’re different



SaaS & white label 
technology

We work with you and your team to 
seemlessly integrate our technology into 

your brand & existing systems.

Flexible
revenue model

Whether you operate a flat, transactional 
or mixed revenue model, we can work 

with you to ensure consistency.

Scalable
cloud infrastructure

As a Microsoft partner company, 
you and your clients benefit from 

increased stability, reliability, security and 
supportability. 

Specialist
provider

No technology can be “end to end”. 
We’re deep into bidding so you can 
select the best apps for your unique 
business. We connect with them; you 

concentrate on the core task.

No more lost 
opportunities

Beagel ensures everyone who has 
expressed an interest in your 

property knows what’s happening –
live, so you get the best price.



Proven results



!1bn+ 
bids

99% 
completion 

rate

!100m+ 
gross 
sales

4.5% 
premium 

over 
asking 
price

45 days on 
market 
average

Don Peppers & Martha 
Rogers: Extreme Trust: 

Honesty as a Competitive 
Advantage (2017) 

“you must go to extremes 
to show you’re on their 

(customers) side… Beyond 
trustworthiness, you must 

achieve trustability.”



Management team



HEALY HYNES - CEO  Healy is the x CEO of Hynes Property Group and has been in the property sector for 
over 25 years. In 2007 Healy was a founder member of Real Estate Alliance  (REA) - the largest group of 
independent estate agents in Ireland. In his 10 years with the organisation he went on to become Chairman, head of 
marketing and spokesperson for the group.
In 2002 he became the youngest ever President of a Chamber of Commerce in Ireland. In 2010 he was appointed by 
the Minster for Environment to the Private Residential tenancies Board (PRTB) Adjudication panel and in 2014 was 
promoted to the Dispute Resolutions (Tribunal) Committee.

ANDY MCKELVEY - CTO  Andy started his career with a London based start up called Knowledge = Power 
over 20 years ago . Andy moved into development and programme management and has since developed 
enterprise level applications for the likes of Dell and HP Innovation. For the past 15 years Andy has been involved in 
the legal sector where he has developed process driven applications to streamline legal processing, most notably 
the early adoption of Land registry eServices.

NICKY BRENNAN - CFO  Nicky is a principal with Avar Capital a Dublin based investment firm. He is 
chartered accountant having trained with PwC in Dublin. After leaving PwC in 2009, Nicky was a director with a 
M&A advisory practice for 7 years. Nicky advised across a range of services including real estate debt advisory and 
restructuring, corporate restructurings, M&A and debt/equity fundraisings. 
Most recently Nicky was group CFO of a family office investment firm. The family office invested into real estate 
and trading situations and Nicky had full responsibility for investing this capital and deal structuring. 



Beagel.io
Powering Trustability

linkedin.com/in/healyhynes/

healy.hynes@beagel.io


